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Features
6 ENGAGED: LIFETIME LEADERSHIP BEGINS AT LINFIELD
   Today’s active students are tomorrow’s engaged citizens. Linfield College
   students are taking part in meaningful service learning experiences,
   on campus and out in the community, which will shape their lives as
   engaged citizens.

12 CONNECTING STEWARDSHIP WITH PLACE
   Students learn about environmental, social and personal stewardship by
   connecting with a specific place during a January Term course.

14 GOODBYE CLASSROOM, HELLO RETIREMENT
   Four faculty members with a total of 114 years of service retired from
   Linfield this year. We take a look back at some of their memorable
   moments, favorite classes and plans for retirement.

16 BETWEEN TWO WORLDS
   Sonia Ticas is a passionate and animated teacher who is also pursuing ground-
   breaking research in El Salvador and translating Central American poetry.

INSIDE LINFIELD MAGAZINE
   If engaged students equal engaged citizens, Linfield students are poised to take their place as
   responsible citizens of the world. In this issue, we take a look at the various ways students are
   involved on campus, in the community and beyond. We share the experience of students in a
   January Term class who spent a month exploring the meaning of stewardship by connecting
   with a specific place. Also in this issue, we tell the story of a gifted and passionate teacher
   whose impact extends beyond the classroom, even as we say goodbye to four faculty who have
   taught and cared for thousands of Linfield students. We salute our graduates as they move
   into the next chapter of their lives. Throughout the summer, we will prepare for new students,
   who will begin their Linfield journey in August.

– Mardi Mileham